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Two Basic Types of Anchors

Mechanical & Hydraulic
What is a Hydraulic Tubing Anchor?

Similar to a TAC in function (not form)

• Rod-pump application
• Uses tubing pressure to engage teeth
  – No rotation/screw/wedge action
• Not a “Catcher” (when does tubing typically fall?)
• Resolved/fixed design flaws and failures
• Successfully deployed in over 1500 wells
Numerical Flow Area Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casing</th>
<th>Hydraulic Area</th>
<th>Mechanical Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7” 26#</td>
<td>7.215 in²</td>
<td>4.475 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7” 29#</td>
<td>6.813 in²</td>
<td>3.875 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5½” 17#</td>
<td>3.306 in²</td>
<td>1.262 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4½” 11.6#</td>
<td>2.020 in²</td>
<td>0.606 in²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motivation

Different flow characteristics

• The hydraulic anchor has a larger bypass area
  – How significant is this?
• Offset/eccentric tubing
  – See offset gas anchors
• Restricted Casing Annulus
  – See Echometer paper
    – SWPSC #2014015 - Tubing Anchors Can Restrict Production Rates And Pump Fillage

The Beam Lift Handbook, by Paul M. Bommer and A.L. Podio. Published by PETEX™ (Petroleum Extension Service) of The University of Texas at Austin, 2012.
Un-Restricted Tubing

- No anchor restriction
- Fluid level drops easily & consistently

Inflow increases as bottom-hole pressure is reduced
(reservoir pushes fluid into the wellbore)
Restricted Tubing Anchor

- Anchor restriction creates separate regions
- Not all fluid may fall passed the anchor
  - But gas can rise passed the anchor

Mechanical Tubing Anchor

Turbulent gas flow through the anchor
Restricted Tubing Anchor

- Anchor restriction creates separate regions

- Not all fluid may fall passed the anchor
  - But gas can rise passed the anchor

- Creates a pressurized gas volume below the anchor
Restricted Tubing Anchor

- Anchor restriction creates separate regions
- Not all fluid may fall passed the anchor
  - But gas can rise passed the anchor
- Creates a pressurized gas volume below the anchor
- Places back pressure on the reservoir

Anchor & gas pressure supports gas/liquid column

Pump displacement surpasses inflow at higher apparent producing bottom-hole pressure
What about a hydraulic anchor?

- Larger bypass area
- Tapered top & bottom surfaces
- Shorter overall length
Model Testing & Comparison

- ~1/4 scale anchor models
  - 1¾”, 1¼”, & ¾” OD
  - 3D Printed ABS
  - Cutout Profile Plates

- Qualitative Results
  - Applicability to real-world sizes & conditions are debatable
  - General comparisons between anchor types should hold

- Investigate gas flows, multiphase flow, and solids
  - Lots of assumptions
Pressure Drop Through Anchors

Simple gravity drain test using water

- Gas flow difficult to measure on a budget
- Relative comparison using water
- Given flow rate & 0.433 PSI/ft
  - How high will the fluid column build up?
  - Gives us $\Delta P$ @ a known flow rate
    - (And fluid type – Relative Comparison....)

http://xkcd.com/969/
Relative $\Delta$ PSI

- $\frac{3}{4}''$ Model – Sized for garden hose GPM
- 7” anchor approximation
- Hyd. – 3.5 GPM @ 1.7 PSI (4ft)
- Mec. – 2.7 GPM @ 1.7 PSI (4ft)
Hourglass – Orifice Shape

- Sand flowing past the anchors – 1¾” Model
- Sand flowing through an equivalent circular area

- Hyd. – 1.102 in² bypass area (0.592” Dia)
- Mec. – 0.627 in² bypass area (0.447” Dia)
  - Actual anchor bypass area 6.183 in² vs. 3.875 in²
Sand Flow Results

- As expected, the larger area flowed more
- Unforeseen – Bypass area/wall interface (addressed)
- Unexpected – Hydraulic cutout flowed slightly faster
  - Sand column properties – Not strictly analogous to gas/fluid
Gas Bubbles Through the Anchors

Aquarium air stone to generate bubbles

- **Turbulent Flow vs. Laminar Flow**

  - Stable Bubbles
  - Liquid Falling
  - Slugging Gas
  - Larger Bubbles
  - Bubbles Collecting
More Bubbles

- Tiny bubbles
- Barely flowing

Upward Vertical Two-Phase Flow Through an Annulus — Part I, University of Tulsa
Conclusions

• Hydraulic anchors are good at handling flows in the casing annulus
  – Offset “eccentric” placement
  – Tapered ends act as a funnel
  – Larger & contiguous bypass area

• Less likely to cause a restriction

• Really easy to install & set/unset

• Great for running capillary lines (chemicals)
Further Work

No substitute for real-world conditions

• Need test wells that have documented gas or solids related issues with mechanical tubing anchors

• Rod-pumped wells with gas flows that are not compatible with mechanical anchors?

• Wells that are affected by the restriction phenomenon described previously
  – Gas/fluid buildup above the anchor, backpressure on the reservoir
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